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Image Lot Description Est Real 

 293 1773 entire from Kingston to London, endorsed "P the Duncannon Packet. 

Q.D.C.", on reverse very good strike of "JAMAICA" (Foster J2), filing 

creases, one lightly crossing the handstruck marking, otherwise fine  

£25 55 

img 294 1776 entire to London with attractive seal, endorsed "By the packet", on 

reverse very good strike of "JAMAICA" (Foster J3). and black '18/MR' 

bishop mark struck just over flap, filing note across J3 marking, entire with 

filing crease and slightly stained or toned, but good condition (see photo-

plate V)  

£50 to £75 100 

 295 1792 letter from Port Royal to a Lieutenant Lee in London, without Jamaica 

markings but with MS. "2" and handstruck "W" in circle (26mrn.), slightly 

unclear London backstamps, good condition, the letter with interesting 

contents  

£40 to £50 37 

 296 1799 wrapper to Edinburgh, endorsed "P. Halifax Packet". and "2/2" rate, 

red "AU/4" bishop mark, on reverse "JAMAICA/ 16 JUN 99" datestamp 

(Foster J4) and Edinburgh backstamp, filing crease, Jamaica mark affected 

by eradicating fluid, otherwise good condition  

£10 32 

img 297 1841 wrapper from Santiago Cuba to London, endorsed "Per Steam Packet" 

and "1/4" rate, with very good strike of black "JAMAICA/ SHIP LETTER" 

(Foster SL5 and illustrated in his book on page 167), Kingston and London 

backstamps, both over flap, filing crease just affecting Santiago marking, 

wrapper a trifle wrinkled but fine and attractive (see photo-plate V)  

£90 to £100 210 

 298 The selection of six pre-stamp entires, mounted with photostats, and 

photographs from the impression books to show the development of postal 

services  

£50 to £75 52½ 

  GREAT BRITAIN USED IN JAMAICA: Type numbers are from "Jamaica-

The Postal History 1662-1860" by Thomas Foster The following forty-eight 

lots, where entires or wrappers, generally have a filing crease or creases and 

some slight soiling or staining as is normal with this group. Only severe or 

detracting faults are therefore mentioned.  

  

 299 KINGSTON: 4d., 6d., a few perfs. missing but clearly cancelled 'A01’, fine £20 to £25 25 

img 300 KINGSTON: 6d., strip of three and single, tied to letter to England, slightly 

smudged "A01" cancellations, the stamps with a few small faults, the letter 

small stain and slight creases but a full range of July and August 1859 

datestamps (see photo-plate V)  

£60 to f:80 130 

 301 KINGSTON: 1858 (Nov. 10) front to London bearing 6d. tied by "A01" 

cancellation, stamp with pen mark at left; 1859 (Jan. 26?) wrapper to 

Manchester bearing ld. a horizontal strip of five (one stamp missing) tied by 

"A01" cancellation, portion of wrapper (addressee) removed ; good strikes .  

£30 to £40 30 

 302 BLACK RIVER: 1859 (May 31) entire to "Sav la Mar" bearing 4d. tied by 

good slightly smudgy "A30" cancellation, with type P2a (unclear) across 

flap on reverse, crease close to stamp, a little water stained.  

£30 to £40 57½ 

 303 BLACK RIVER: 1859 (Sept. 9) entire to Liverpool bearing ld. a horizontal 

pair (stamp missing) with faint "A30" cancellations, with type P2a (unclear 

date inverted) on reverse across flap, Kingston, London and Liverpool 

transit marks; also Buff Bay: 1860 (July 12) triangular front to Kingston 

bearing ld. pair (two stamps missing), tied by "A32" cancellation, with type 

P6, a little stained .  

£30 to £50 80 

 304 CHAPLETON: 1859 (1 July) entire to Spanish Town bearing 4d. tied by 

"A33" (Chapieton) and "A35" (Clarendon) cancellations, with type P8 

across flap, and with Spanish Town transit marking, entire has two vertical 

creases, one through stamp causing surface split, fair strikes  

£20  to £30 30 

 305 CLARENDON: 1859 (March 1) part wrapper bearing 4d. with good strike 

of "A35" cancellation, with portion of type P8 on flap.  

£20 to £30 52½ 

img 306 DUNCANS: 6d. pair used on small piece with good strikes of "A37" 

cancellations, a little soiled (see photo-plate VIII)  

£60 to £80 85 

 307 FALMOUTH: 1859 (July 12) wrapper to Kingston bearing 6d. with fair 

strike of "A39" cancellation, with type Pl0c across flap, also 1859 (June 4) 

large dated piece bearing 6d. with straight edge at left with "A39" 

cancellation  

£30 to £40 48 
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 308 FALMOUTH: 1860 (March 30) entire to "Sav. la Mar" bearing ld. a vertical 

pair and 4d. tied by poor strike of "A39" cancellations, with slightly unclear 

type Pl0c across f lap, entire has two vertical filing creases one affecting one 

l d.  

£50 to £75  

 309 FLINT RIVER: 1859 (July 4) large piece bearing 4d. a horizontal pair with 

fine strike of "A40" cancellation, with type P2a, and Kingston transit mark, 

piece a little stained and with three small holes  

£30 to £40 90 

img 310 GAYLE: 1859 entire to Mandeville bearing ld. two horizontal pairs tied by 

four fine strikes of "A41" cancellations, with type P8 on reverse, also type 

P8 Mandeville and Kingston markings an reverse, fine (see photo-plate VI)  

£200 to £250 600 

 311 GOSHEN: 1859 (Nov. 10) wrapper to Liverpool bearing ld. a horizontal 

pair and 4d. with slightly faint "A44" cancellations, type P11 and Kingston 

markings on front, Liverpool and London transit markings on flap, fine  

£75 to £100 90 

 312 GOSHEN: 1859 (Dec. 27) entire to Kingston bearing 6d. tied by good strike 

of "A44" cancellation, with type P11 on front and Kingston marking on 

flap, stamp has a few stained perfs., entire a little stained and water stained  

£15 to £20 28 

 313 GOSHEN: 1860 (Feb. 27) entire to Kingston bearing 4d. a horizontal strip 

of three, tied by good "A44" cancellations, with smudgy and slightly unclear 

type P11 on front, entire has horizontal filing crease causing some paper 

splitting, and a little faintly stained or soiled  

£75 to £100 72½ 

 314 GOSHEN: 1860 (Mar. 20) wrapper to Liverpool bearing 6d. a horizontal 

pair, tied by slightly unclear smudgy "A44" cancellations, with type P11 

slightly unclear on front, Kingston, London and Liverpool transit marks on 

flap  

£50 to £75  

 315 GRANGE HILL: 1859 (Feb. 14) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. (2, one 

torn), tied by slightly unclear "A01" cancellation, with good strike of type 

P2a on front, Kingston marking on reverse; also 1859 (Sept. 27) part 

wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. a horizontal pair (one defective), with 

slightly unclear "A45" cancellations, with type P2a on front  

£50 to £75 90 

 316 LILLIPUT: 1859 (Sept. 2) part wrapper bearing 6d. tied by fine strike of 

"A49" cancellation and with fine type P9, stamp has some soiled or stained 

perfs.; also 1859 (July 3) "H.M.S." front (a little torn), bearing 6d. (straight 

edge at right), tied by good strike of "A49" cancellation, front also with type 

P9  

£30 to £40 57½ 

img 317 LILLIPUT: 1859 (Sept. 27) entire to Kingston bearing 1d. a horizontal pair 

and 4d. (both with faults), tied by "A49" cancellations, with type P9 on front 

and Kingston marking on flap (see photo-plate VI)  

£75 to £100 150 

img 318 MANCHIONEAL: 1859 (March) part wrapper bearing 4 d. tied by fair 

strike of "A52" cancellation, with unrecorded large circular 

"MANCHIONEAL" (dates very faint) type P7, and Kingston transit mark 

on flap (see photo-plate VI)  

£100 to £150 180 

 319 MANDEVILLE: 4d. a horizontal strip of three and a horizontal pair on 

small piece or with paper adhering to reverse, with fair strikes of "A53" 

cancellations, one stamp with vertical band of soiling, two stamps a little 

stained close to perfs., otherwise fine. With "Royal" Certificate (1945)  

£40 to £50 65 

 320 MANDEVILLE: 6d. a horizontal pair cancelled with circular 

"MANDEVILLE" date stamp type P8 (date unclear) and good strike of 

"A01" cancellation, right stamp has vertical line of soiling, faint traces of 

stain on reverse, otherwise fine  

£20 to £30 19 

 321 MANDEVILLE: 1859 (July 22) entire to Kingston bearing 6d tied by fair 

part strike of "A5?" cancellation, with two smudgy strikes of type P8 on 

flap, one of July 22 (second "2" in MS.), other of July 25  

£20 to £30  

img 322 MAY HILL: 1859 (Sept. 28) wrapper to Kingston bearing ld. a horizontal 

pair (one defective) and 4d. tied by fair strikes of "A54" cancellations, with 

Kingston marking of "SP 28/59" type K9 (without "PAID") on front, ld. 

stamps a little oxidised, otherwise fine (see photo-plate VI)  

£1 00 to £1 

50 

85 

img 323 MAY HILL: 1859 (Sept. 30) large part wrapper to Kingston bearing ld. a 

horizontal pair, 4d. tied by good strikes of "A54" cancellation, type P2a on 

reverse across flap, Kingston mark on front, fine (see photo-plate V])  

£100 to £1 

25 

280 
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 324 MAY HILL: 1859 large part wrapper to Kingston bearing 6d. tied by good 

strike of "A54" cancellation (MS. under stamp), with type P2a across flap, 

Kingston mark on reverse, stamp a little soiled  

£50 to £75 46 

 325 MILE GULLY: 6d. with wing margin, from left of pane, with large portion 

- of fine strike of "A55" cancellation, fine  

£25 55 

 326 MILE GULLY: 1859 (May 3) large piece bearing 6d. tied by good strike of 

"A55" cancellation, with good strike of type P9a; also two small pieces 

bearing 6d. (creased) and 4d. and 6d. with good strikes of "A55" 

cancellations  

£50 to £75 120 

 327 MONEAGUE: 1859 part wrapper bearing4d. tied by type P3and by"A01" 

cancellation, Kingston mark on flap, fine  

£30 to £40 26 

img 328 MONTEGO BAY: 1859 (April 7) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. a 

horizontal pair, fine strike of "A57" cancellation, with type P2b on reverse 

and Kingston mark across flap, fine (see photo-plate VI)  

£100 to £125 105 

img 329 MORANT BAY: 1859 (April 8) large part wrapper to London bearing 6d. 

with "A59" cancellation, just tied by red London Paid marking, on reverse 

good strike of P2a across flap and Kingston marking, fine (see photo-plate 

VI)  

£100 to £125 300 

img 330 MORANT BAY: 1859 (April 8) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. with good 

strike of "A59" cancellation, with type P2a and Kingston markings on 

reverse, fine (see photo-plate VI)  

£125 to £150 115 

 331 MORANT BAY: 1859 (July 1) part wrapper bearing 4d. with fine strike of 

“A59" cancellation, with type P2a on flap ("l " in MS) ; 1859.(Nov. 23) a 

similar part wrapper  

£50 60 

 332 OLD HARBOUR: 1860 (Jan. 10) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. with 

slightly smudgy fair strike of "A61" cancellation, with slightly unclear type 

P8 ("0" of "10" in MS.), and Kingston marking on flap, a little soiled and 

with small tear at top, otherwise fine  

£40 to £50 50 

 333 OLD HARBOUR: 1860 (May 8) piece bearing ld. a horizontal strip of three 

tied by "A61" cancellation (one stamp affected by crease), with type P8 

pmk.; 1859 (August14) wrapper to Clarendon bearing 4d. tied by fair strike 

of "A61" cancellation, with unclear Type P8, and unclear Clarendon type P8  

£50 to £75 100 

img 334 PLANTAIN GARDEN RIVER: 1859 (Oct. 4) part wrapper bearing 4d. with 

fine strike of "A62" cancellation, with fine strike of PS on flap (see photo-

plate VI)  

£60 to £80 100 

 335 PORT MORANT: 1859 (April 11) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. 

(defective at lower-left) just tied by a good strike of "A65" cancellation, 

flaps torn and defective, part strike of poor type P2a on flap, two internal 

tears on front of wrapper  

£40 to £60 72½ 

 336 RIO BUENO: 1859 (May 25) wrapper to London bearing 6d. just tied by 

incomplete strike of "A70" cancellation, with poor incomplete type P2a or 

P3 ("5" of "25" in MS.), Kingston transit mark on flap, red London paid 

mark on front, stamp also tied by MS. filing note, small tear at top of 

wrapper .  

£50 46 

 337 RODNEY HALL: 1859 (June 28) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. with fine 

strike of "A71" cancellation, with slightly incomplete type P6, Kingston 

transit mark across flap, perfs. of stamp a little soiled, horizontal filing 

crease has caused wrapper to split (reinforced), otherwise fine  

£40 to £60 90 

img 338 SALT GUT: 1859 (Feb. 15) large piece bearing 6d. lightly pen cancelled 

"15 Feby 1859" and tied by fine strike of circular "SALT GUT/A/FE 13/ 

59/JAMAICA" (type P10c), piece with two further strikes of hand stamp 

(one albino), stamp has a few clipped or missing perfs., otherwise fine. Rare 

(see photo-plate V)  

£150 to £200 330 

 339 SAVANNA-LA-MAR: 1859 (March 10) neat wrapper to London bearing 

6d. tied by good strike of "A75" cancellation, with slightly unclear strike of 

type P2b and Kingston marks on flap, stamp also just tied by red circular 

London Paid mark on front, and has straight edge at left  

£60 to £80 85 

 340 SAVANNA-LA-MAR: 1859 (March 12) neat wrapper to London bearing 

6d. tied by good strike of "A75" cancellation, with fair strike of type P2b 

and Kingston on flap, red circular London Paid mark on front, stamp also 

tied by MS. filing note  

£60 to £80 90 
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 341 SAVANNA-LA-MAR: 1859 (May 9) large part wrapper to London bearing 

ld. a horizontal pairand4d. with fair to good strikes of "A75" cancellations, 

ld.tied by red circular London Paid mark, with good strike of type P2b,fine  

£50 to £75 70 

 342 SAVANNA-LA-MAR: 1859 (June 28) part wrapper to Spanish Town 

bearing 4d. a horizontal pair with good strike of "A75" cancellation, vertical 

crease affects one stamp, with type P2b, and Black River type P2a on flaps 

(both poor strikes), a little age stained, ragged or torn at left; also undated 

part wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. a vertical pair tied by fair strikes of 

"A75" cancellations, with portion of type P2b across flap, small tear at top.  

£40 to £60 44 

 343 SAVANNA-LA-MAR: 1859 (June) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. a 

horizontal pair tied by two fair strikes of "A75" cancellation, with unclear 

smudgy part strike of type P2b, and Kingston mark on flaps, one stamp a 

little soiled at lower-right, otherwise fine 

£40 to £60 39 

 344 SPANISH TOWN: 1859 (Dec.) entire to London bearing l d. a vertical pair 

and 4d. tied by poor to good strikes of "A76" cancellations, with unclear 

small Spanish Town mark on front, and Kingston mark on flap, red circular 

London Paid mark on front  

£75 to £100 72½ 

 345 VERE: 1859 (Feb. 9) wrapper to Kingston bearing 4d. tied by unreadable 

circular cancellation with "JAMAICA" at foot, "9th Fby" MS. cancellation 

on stamp, MS. filing note inside ". . . Vere Kingston mark across flap of "FE 

9/1859", small portion of flap missing  

£30 to £40 20 

 346 The Collection, twenty-four stamps, including "A01" Kingston (10). "A35" 

Clarendon four fair strikes on ld. a horizontal strip of four (one with large 

tear), "A46" Green Island on 6d., "A55" Mile Gully on 6d., "A59" Morant 

Bay on ld., "A62" Plantain Garden River on ld., "A75" Savanna-La-Mar on 

6d., etc., one forgery, strikes and condition poor to fine  

£150 to £200 240 

 347 The Collection of thirty-three Queen issues to 1901, including 1870-83 2/-, 

5/-,1883-97 to 5/-,1890 21d. on 4d. "PFNNY" for "PENNY", etc., some part 

o.g., chiefly fair to fine .  

£70 67½ 

 348 The selection of Queen issues, nineteen stamps, including 1870-83 to 5/-, 

etc., part o.g. and used, poor to fine .  

£35 to £40 44 

 349 1903–04 1d., 2½d., in part o.g. horizontal pairs, each showing the "SER.ET" 

variety, one 1d. (not the variety) with slight crease (34a, 35a)  

£37 18 

 350 The Collection from 1883 to 1911, seventy-six stamps, including 1889-91 

set overprinted "SPECIMEN". Arms types, Queen reissues with 2/- purple 

on blue Control block of four, 1911 2d. (11, one overprinted "SPECIMEN" 

but with small fault) etc., o.g. or part o.g., many fine  

£75 to £100 145 

  1912-20    

img 351 Die Proof of George V head with uncleared surround on glazed white card 

(62 x 46rnm.), ink endorsement "For hardening. / G.S.R. / Oct. 12 1911" at 

lower right, a trifle rubbed, otherwise fine (see photo-plate IX)  

£75 to £100 67½ 

img 352 Die Proof of similar head but with cleared surround and oval of pearls as 

issues on glazed white card (51 x 40mm.), ink endorsement "For hardening / 

G.S.R. / Nov27. 1911"at lower right, a trifle soiled or rubbed, otherwise fine 

(see photo-plate IX)  

£75 to £100 67½ 

 353 ld., l½d., 2d., 2½d., 3d. (2), 4d. (4, including a pair), 6d. (4 including a pair), 

1/-, 2/-, 5/-, all overprinted "SPECI MEN". o.g. or part o.g., few small 

faults, chiefly fine  

£30 to £40 80 

img 354 2d.and 3d.cut down Die Proofs of the frame on glazed white cards affixed to 

cream card (56 x 55mm.), MS. endorsement "Nov 29, Dec 1 / 120 leads 

each / & 2 extra" and "Dec. 31.10", diagonal red line runs across 2d. which 

is also a little rubbed, otherwise fine (see photo-plate IX)  

£75 to £100  

 355 5/-green and red on yellow, an o.g. block of four from the top left corner of 

the sheet with plate number, perf. Split, few blunt perfs., otherwise fine and 

attractive (67) 

£68+ 70 

 356 5/-green and red on pale yellow, an o.g. or mint block of four from the top 

of sheet with plate number, few slightly blunt perfs., otherwise fine and 

attractive (67a) 

£88+ 105 

img 357 8/6 (unissued) Die Proof of the frame on glazed white card (91 x 60 mm.), 

few surface specks, otherwise fine and scarce (see photo-plate VII) 

£156 to £200 130 

 358 A similar Die Proof but for the unissued 10/- value, fine and scarce. £150 to £200 125 
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img 359 A similar Die Proof but for the unissued £1 value, fine and scarce (see 

photo-plate VII) . 

£150 to £200 130 

 360 The Collection in red album, 348 stamps, including 1d. (45). l½d. (34), 2d. 

(27), 2½d. (45), 3d. (42), 4d. (49), 6d. (52), 1/- (36). 2/- (10), 5/- (2), many 

in plate singles, pairs or blocks, shades, different coloured papers, etc., also 

1911 2d. overprinted "SPECIMEN" and E.II Judicial overprints to £1, etc., 

majority mint or part o.g., chiefly fine  

£125 to £150 200 

 361 The Collection 116 stamps, including sat without shades overprinted 

"SPECIMEN" (two values with broken "M" in overprint), and values to 2/- 

(2), 5/- (2), different shades, papers, some blocks, 1½d. with inverted and 

reversed wmk. (used with faults), also Script ½d. with bow flaw (2), one 

6d., etc., mainly o.g. or part o.g., mostly fine .  

£100 to £150 145 

 362 May 24 1916 cover from Kingston to Annotto Bay bearing 1912 ld., 1916 

War Stamp ½d. and Red Cross label with black overprint; Dec. 9 1916 

Registered cover to United States with 191 6 War Stamp 1½d., 3d. and Red 

Cross label with red overprint, some slight staining  

£20 

 363 1916 to 1919, War Stamp overprints, the well written up Collection in black 

"Plymouth" album, 102 stamps, including 1916 (April-Sept.) ½d. variety 

overprint inverted, also a strip of three same variety used on cover but some 

staining, 1916 (Sept.-Dec.) l½d. inverted wmk., 1917 l½d. inverted wmk., 

another l½d. overprint double, some blocks, constant varieties with No 

stop,etc., mostly o.g. or part o.g., many fine 

£70 to £80 

 364 1919-21 and 1921-29 pictorial issues, the well written up specialised 

Collection in black "Plymouth" album, 156 stamps, including Script set 

overprinted "SPECIMEN", and Script values to 5/- (6), 10/- (2). with 6d. 

(8), blocks, watermark varieties with Mult. CA 2/- block of four inverted 

wmk., etc., mostly o.g. or part o.g., many fine 

£250 to £300 

 T365 1921-29 set, part o.g., some with gum wrinkles or bends, chiefly fine. (91-

103) 

£55 

 366 1923 Child Welfare, two o.g. or part o.g. sets, one overprinted 

"SPECIMEN" in red, a few blunt perfs., wrinkles, but fine (104-106) 

£100 

 367 1927 ½d. Die Proof of the frame on glazed white card (92 x 6lmm.), MS. 

"16/12/26"and handstruck "BEFORE / HARDENING", few light surface 

rubs or marks, otherwise fine 

£75 to £100 

 368 ½d., imperforate Proof in issued colour on gummed (traces), watermarked 

paper, tiny facial paper wrinkles, otherwise fine 

£50 

 369 ½d., the selection, fifty-five stamps, including one overprinted 

"SPECIMEN", shades, examples of the "Bow" variety (nine examples in 

five different states and the corrected flaw) some being in positional blocks, 

beautifully annotated with colour photographs, unmounted mint, part o.g. or 

used (strip of three on piece), chiefly fine 

£40 to £50 

 370 1929-32 ld. (10, five of each Die), l½d. (3), 9d. (2), 1932 set perforated 

"SPECIMEN" and set with additional 2½d., 6d. (2), 1935 Silver Jubilee set, 

part o.g., mostly fine 

£52.22 

 371 The Collection, over 300 stamps, including ld. Die 1 (92), ld. Die II (85), 

l½d. (79), 9d. (54), with marginal, corner or plate blocks of four and larger, 

few with inter-panneau margins, shades, etc., some affected by gum toning 

or overall paper discolouration, majority mint or part o.g., few used, chiefly 

fine 

£40 to £50 

img 372 1932 2½d. Die Proof in greenish blue and ultramarine on india paper on thin 

card (68 x 82mm.), pencil  MS "3.6.31" negligible traces of soiling, fine 

(see photo-plate IX) 

£250 to £300 

img 373 6d., Die Proof in grey-black and purple on india paper on thin card (79 x 

60mm.), pencil MS "as submitted" and "5.6.31", slight corner crease, 

otherwise fine (see photo-plate IX) 

£250 to £300 

 374 1935 Silver Jubilee 1½d., 6d. in corner blocks of four, one stamp in each 

block the extra flagstaff variety, a trifle gum toned but fine (115,115a, 116, 

116a) 

£69.70+ 

 375 1935 Silver Jubilee, l½d., 6d., l/- in part o.g. horizontal pairs, left stamp 

variety extra flagstaf f, 6d. variety with corner crease at lower-left, other 6d. 

has small thin, a few blunt perfs., otherwise fine . (115a-117a) 

£139 
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 T376 The selection to 1935, sixty-seven stamps, including 1903-04 1d. to 

5d.,1912-20 set, 1923 Child Welfare set, etc., part o.g., chiefly fine  

£20 to £30 

 377 The selection of covers and cards bearing George V adhesives, twenty three 

items, variously franked, including 1916 registered envelope addressed to 

U.S.A. with Red Cross War Tax label, 1917 cover also to U.S.A. bearing 

War Stamp ½d. (3) and 1912-20 ld. with resealing label reading "Opened by 

an Officer / of the Post Office by / Express Warrant of / THE 

GOVERNOR". 1935 Silver Jubilee set on first day cover, etc., poor to fine. 

£40 to £50 

 378 The specialised Collection of George VI issues i n black "Plymouth" album, 

well written up, hundreds of stamps, including a fine range of 1938-52 

issues with perf. "SPECIMEN" set, and values to 5/- (13), 10/- (8), £1 (3), a 

few booklets, shades, papers, some blocks, 1945-46 New Constitution with 

set perforated "SPECIMEN", values to 10/- (5), 1946 Victory perf. 

"SPECIMEN". 1948 Silver Wedding £1 (2), etc., majority o.g. or part o.g., 

mostly fine  

£150 to £200 310 

 379 1964 8d. variety red (beak) omitted, large part o.g., fine, also a normal 

cylinder block for comparison  

£20 to £30 33 

 380 1964  - 5/-, variety waterrnark inverted, fine, o.g., scarce  £30 to £40 46 

 381 1964 Scout 3d. and 8d., imperf. presentation proofs in issued colours, on 

gummed, watermarked paper, fine and scarce  

£40 to £50 65 

 382 1967 Expo 6d., l/-, imperf. Proofs in issued colours affixed to Harrison and 

Sons cards, with marginal notations including "APPROVED", etc., both 

cards with filing punch hole, one a trifle soiled by paper clip, otherwise fine  

£50 to £75 62½ 

 383 1967 Sangster 3d., 1/6 imperf. Proofs in issued colours, affixed in Enschede 

booklet with note stating approved by printers, fine, booklet with one punch 

hole  

£40 to £60 57½ 

 384 1968 Human Rights 3d., variety gold (flame) omitted, fine o.g-, also a 

normal mint or o.g. marginal biock of six but with inverted wmk., fine 

(272Ea, 272Ei)  

£94 90 

img 385 1969 $1 on 10/-, variety watermark inverted, fine mint from left of sheet, 

Rare (see photo-plate Vill) (291 Ei)  

f:40 to £50 50 

 386 1970 National Heroes set in imperf. Presentation Proofs in issued colours on 

gummed paper, fine and scarce  

£100 to £125 95 

 387 The Collection of George V$ and E.II issues, 818 stamps, including 1956 

set (8), 1962-63 Independence set (8), 1964 set (8). etc., mostly in blocks of 

four, mainly unmounted mint and used, chiefly fine.  

£100 to £125 115 

 388 The George VI and E.11 Collection, 239 stamps, including 1938-52 to £1, 

1956 set, 1962 Independence set, 1964 set, etc., Commemoratives, 

Miniature sheets, etc., part o.g., chiefly fine  

£20 to £30 31 

 389 The well written up specialised E.II Collection in seven black "Plymouth" 

albums, thousands of stamps, including 1956 definitives, 1962-63 

Independence, 1964 definitives, 1969 decimal currency surcharges with 5c. 

on 6c. blue omitted, 1969 Coins with examples of coins, 1970 decimal 

currency, Commemoratives, covers, pmks., booklets, many Plate or 

positional blocks, wmk. and other varieties, shades, etc., majority mint or 

o.g., mostly fine  

£300 to £350  

 390 The Collection of 102 issues between 1903 and 1952, including 1903-04 to 

5d., 1905-11 to 5/-, 1912-20 to 5/-, 1921-29 to 10/-, 1923 Child Welfare set, 

George VI to 5/-, some part o.g., chiefly good to fine 

£110 to £120 110 

 391 TheCollection,206stamps, including a range of Queen issuesto5/-, 1905- 11 

to 5/-,1912-20 to 5/-.1919-21 to 10/-, 1921-29 to 10/-, 1923 Child 

Welfareset,1938-52to£1,1956set,etc.,usedexceptthree, poor to fine  

£80 to £l00 150 

 392 The well written up Thematic Collection of Flora and Fauna, sixty stamps 

and eight ,postcards, mostly modern issues, mostly fine  

£10 to £15 21 

 393 Various in two large stockbooks, one damaged, thousands of stamps, 

including Arms types, George V[ and E.11 issues with blocks, a good range 

of pmks., some duplication, etc., o.g., part o.g. and used, poor to fine  

£200 to £250 250 
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Image Lot Description Est Real 

 394 Various in stockbook, envelopes, etc., and loose, thousands of stamps, 

contained in two large boxes, including a range of mostly modern 

commercial mail and clippings, with O.H.M.S., Registration, Airmails, 

meters, modern temporary rubber datestamps on pieces, Registration labels, 

a few books or booklets, some non-philatelic, photo- stats, lists, notes, etc., 

poor to fine. The buyer of this lot is responsible for its removal from our 

offices  

£150 to £200 370 

 395 Various, ninety-nine items, including Officials, with 1900-01 set 

overprinted "SPECIMEN"; Telegraph 3d. on cover; Judicial overprints to 

$2; Reply Coupons; Postal Orders; Meter Marks, etc., majority good 

condition 

£40 to £50 65 

 396 Various printed labels, etc., mainly rum or food labels, mainly fine. Unusual £5 5 

 397 Free Markings: The well written up Collection on leaves, forty-five items, 

mostly modern, including circular and oval types, etc., many fine  

£15 23 

 398 Censored Mail: The well written up Collection on leaves, 120 items, 

including various labels and markings, Forces mail (some modern) with 

Canadian and United States items, one Internment Camp item, two Gibraltar 

Camp items, etc., mainly fair to fine. A useful lot  

£125 to £150 270 

 399 Transit: 1902 Colombian 2c. postcard additionally franked lc. (2), from 

Colon, Panama, to Germany endorsed Via New York, with black 

"JAMAICA/TRANSIT" and Kingston datestamp, also 1 949 Air letter from 

Haiti to Hull with violet “MlSSENT TO JAMAICA B.W.I." and Kingston 

backstamp, latter a little creased, otherwise good condition  

£40 to £50 36 

 400 Unpaid and Tax Markings: The well written up Collection in black 

"Plymouth" album, seventy-two items, mostly modern but including 1933 

cover bearing Cayman Islands stamp as a postage due, seven items 

additionally franked with Great Britain Postage Dues (one bearing War 

Fund label), and two items bearing United States Postage Dues, a good 

range of Tax markings with insufficient for air, and returned for additional 

postage markings, etc., many fine  

£90 to £80 90 

 401 Air Mails: The well written up Collection on leaves but with some loose, 1 

10 items, including 1930 Jamaica-Miami covers (2), later items with first 

flights, rates, air labels, etc., many fine  

£50 70 

 402 Maritirne: The well written up Collection on leaves, mostly modern, thirty- 

six items, including a range of Paquebot items, some with postcards 

illustrating the ship they were carried on, etc., mostly fine  

£30 to £40 42 

 403 Instructional Markings: The Collection in black "Plymouth" album, sixty-

eight items, mostly modern, including Missent; Damaged in Post; Out of 

Course; Returned letter Office; Unclaimed; also a few Exhibition items, 

etc., poor to fine  

£35 to £40 57½ 

 404 Charity labels: The Collection, mainly modern, sixty-three items in black 

"Plymouth" album, including a good range of Christmas labels; War Funds, 

etc., mostly on covers or cards, majority fine 

£50  

  CANCELLATIONS   

 405 The Post Offices of Clarendon Parish, the well written up Collection on 

leaves, 116 items, including single and double circle, temporary rubber 

datestamps, etc., majority modern, covers, pieces, many fine 

£60 48 

 406 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parishes of Hanover and Westmoreland, 

ninety-four items 

£30 31 

 407 A somewhat similar lot but for Kingston Parish, eighty-two items £35 31 

 408 A somewhat similar tot but for the Parish of Manchester, eighty-six items £40 35 

 409 A somewhat similar tot but for the Parish of Portland, 128 items £40 40 

 410 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. Ann, 167 items £40 to £50  

 411 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. Catherine,79items £30 34 

 412 A somewhat similar tot but for the Parish of St. Elizabeth, seventy-nine 

items 

£25 31 

 413 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. James, forty-six items £30 25 

 414 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. Mary, sixty items £50 42 

 415 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. Thomas, sixty-nine items £40 35 

 416 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of St. Andrew. 130items . £50 40 

 417 A somewhat similar lot but for the Parish of Trelawney, sixty-six items £50 40 
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 418 The useful and well written up Collection in four black "Plymouth" albums, 

hundreds of items, including a range of oval numeral obliterations, early 

datestamps, squared circles, machine, T.P.O.'9, double circle types, 

"Birmingham" types, a good range of temporary rubber datestamps (1 77 

items), etc., many f ine strikes 

£250 to £300 300 

 419 A small selection of twenty-nine cancellations on Queen issues, between 

A27 and A75, including Great Britain 4d. with "A57" and "A75", a 6d. with 

unclear" A49", and one other, fair to fine 

£35 to £40 62½ 

 420 Postal Stationery: Postcards; the useful and well written up Collection in 

black "Plymouth" album, 193 items, including 1877 provisional issue, later 

Queens with surcharges, other issues with "SPECIMEN" overprints to 

George VI, some complete packs of cards, etc., unused and used, poor to 

fine. 

£250 to £300 240 

 421 The Collection of Registration Envelopes (66 items) and Wrappers (75 

items), a few earlier items but majority modern, etc., unused and used, poor 

to fine. 

£50 46 

 422 Air Letter, the well written up Collection on leaves, and loose, 147 items, 

(including 1947 6d. overprinted "SPECIMEN" (rare thus), etc., unused, and 

used, poor to fine . 

£30 to £40 80 
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372 

 
373 

 
385 

   

 

 

293 55,-  

294 100  

295 37  

296 32  

297 210  

298 52½  

299 25  

300 130  

301 30  

302 57½  

303 80  

304 30  

305 52½  

306 85  

307 48  

309 90  

310 600  

311 90  

312 28  

313 72½  

315 90  

316 57½  

317 150  

318 180  

319 65  

320 19  

322 85  

323 280  

324 46  

325 55  

326 120  

327 26  

328 105  

329 300  

330 115  
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331 60  

332 50  

333 100  

334 100  

335 72½  

336 46  

337 90  

338 330  

339 85  

340 90  

341 70  

342 44  

343 39  

344 72½  

345 20  

346 240  

347 67½  

348 44  

349 18  

350 145  

351 67½  

352 67½  

353 80  

355 70  

356 105  

357 130  

358 125  

359 130  

360 200  

361 145  

363 115  

364 420  

365 34  

366 90  

367 62½  

368 52½  

369 72½  

370 42  

372 260  

373 260  

374 27  

375 125  

376 39  

377 62½  

378 310  

379 33  

380 46  

381 65  

382 62½  

383 57½  
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384 90  

385 50  

386 95  

387 115  

388 31  

390 110  

391 150  

392 21  

393 250  

394 370  

395 65  

396 5  

397 23  

398 270  

399 36  

400 90  

401 70  

402 42  

403 57½  

405 48  

406 31  

407 31  

408 35  

409 40  

411 34  

412 31  

413 25  

414 42  

415 35  

416 40  

417 40  

418 300  

419 62½  

420 240  

421 46  

422 80  

   
 


